In internal medicine, says his last objects faces longer than at plain surfaces with more elements and curved more facts on infants: a baby while nurturing his or her video specifically designed to calm water is a natural soothing and Whether watching or listening to it, activated by its sights and sounds. Fortu- and their babies to bond, experts advise, when both are calm. For- and their babies to bond, experts advise, when both are calm. Fortunately, despite internists' valuable contributions to Americ-a's health care, many people are still confused about internists and internal medicine.

To help the public better understand the benefits of establishing a relationship with this kind of doctor, the American College of Physi-cians, the medical society that rep-resents the interests of 115,000 internal medicine physicians, has adopted the identifier “Doctors of Internal Medicine—Doctors for Adults.” The organization hopes the simple phrase will help allevi-ate the public’s confusion about internists and internal medicine.

To learn more about internists and internists and you may benefit from their ser-vices, visit the organization’s Web site, www.doctorsforadults.com.